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The

Public

Policy

WALTER LIPPMANN

In theWinter issue ofWorld Affairs we initiated theprac
tice of occasionally
reprinting classic writings on international affairs
which are no longer inprint or readily available but which strike us on re
reading as highly relevant to contemporary problems. In this issue we re

Editor's Note:

print a section of Walter Lippmann 'sThe Public Philosophy. This work
was published in 1955, but was begun, Lippmann
tells us, in 1938, then
put aside as the great conflagration which he feared became reality. The
war's outcome and immediate aftermath served not to dispel, but to con
firm, the despair Lippmann felt on its eve about the survival of the de
involvement in Vietnam, the repudia
Long before America's
"
tion of the "imperialpresidency,
and theWar Powers Act, Lippmann
argued that the inability of the executive to act with authority and deci
in their com
siveness put themodern democracies at a vast disadvantage

mocracies.

petition with totalitarian adversaries.

THE MALADY OF DEMOCRATIC
Public Opinion

inWar

STATES

and Peace

Writing in 1913, just before the outbreak of the war, and having in
mind Queen Victoria and King Edward the VII, Sir Harry Johnston thus
described how foreign affairs were conducted in theNineteenth Century:
In those days, a country's relationswith itsneighbors or with dis
tant lands were dealt with almost exclusively by the head of the
State?Emperor,

King,

or President?acting
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dependent Minister-of-State, who was no representative of the
masses, but the employ? of theMonarch. Events were prepared and
sprung on a submissive, a confident, or a stupid people. The public
Press criticized,more often applauded, but had at most to deal with
a fait accompli and make the best of it.Occasionally, in our own
land, a statesman, out of office and discontented, went round the
great provincial towns agitating against the trend of British foreign
policy?perhaps wisely, perhaps unfairly,we do not yet know?and
scored a slight success. But once in office, his Cabinet fell in by de
grees with the views of the Sovereign and the permanent officials
(after thefiftiesof the last century these public servantswere a factor
of ever-growing importance); and, as before, the foreign policy of
theEmpire was shaped by a small camarilla consisting of the Sover
eign, twoCabinet Ministers, thepermanentUnder-Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, and perhaps one representativeof laplus haute
fin?nc^}
Without taking it too literally, this is a fair description of how foreign
affairs were conducted before the First World War. There were excep
tions. The Aberdeen government, for example, was overthrown in 1855

of its inefficient conduct of the Crimean War. But generally
speaking, the elected parliaments were little consulted in the delibera
tions which led up towar, or on the high strategy of the war, on the terms

because

of the armistice, on the conditions of peace. Even their right to be in
formed was severely limited, and the principle of the system was, one
might say, that war and peace were the business of the executive depart
ment. The power of decision was not in, was not even shared with, the
of Commons,
the Chamber of Deputies,
the Reichstag.
The United States was, of course, a special case. The Congress has
always had constitutional rights to advise and to be consulted in the dec
laration of war and in the ratification of treaties. But at the time I am

House

talking about, that is to say before the First World War broke out, itwas
American policy to abstain from the role of a great power, and to limit
its sphere of vital interests to theWestern Hemisphere
and the North
Pacific Ocean. Only in 1917 did theAmerican constitutional system for
dealing with foreign affairs become involved with the conduct of world
affairs.
For the reasons which I outlined in the first chapter this system of ex
ecutive responsibility broke down during the war, and from 1917 on the
conduct of thewar and then the conditions of the armistice and the peace
were subjected to the dominating impact of mass opinions.
that the great mass of the people have
Saying this does not mean
about
the
whole
range of complex issues which were
strong opinion^
before the military staffs and the foreign offices. The action of mass
opinion has not been, and in the nature of things could not be, continu
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ous through the successive phases inwhich affairs develop. Action has
been discontinuous. Usually it has been a massive aegative imposed at
critical junctures when a new general course of policy needed to be set.

There have, of course, been periods of apathy and of indifference. But
democratic politicians have preferred to shun foresight about trouble
some changes to come, knowing that the massive veto was latent, and

that itwould be expensive to them and to their party if they provoked it.
In the winter of 1918-1919, for example, Lloyd George, Clemenceau,
Wilson and Orlando were at a critical juncture of modern history. The
Germans were defeated, their government was overthrown, their troops
disarmed and disbanded. The Allies were called upon to decide whether
theywould dictate a punitive peace or would negotiate a peace of recon
ciliation.

In the Thirties the British and the French governments had to decide
whether to rearm and to take concerted measures to contain Hitler and
or whether to remain unarmed and to appease
Mussolini
them. The

States had to decide whether to arm in order to contain the
Japanese or to negotiate with them at the expense of China.
During the Second World War the British and the American govern
ments had again tomake the choice between total victory with uncondi
United

tional surrender and negotiated settlements whose end was reconciliation.
These were momentous
issues, like choosing at the fork of the road a

way fromwhich there is no turning back: whether to arm or not to arm?
in
whether, as a conflict blows up, to intervene or towithdraw?whether
war to fight for the unconditional surrender of the adversary or for his

issues are so momentous
that public feeling quickly
incandescent to them. But they can be answered with the only
a Yes or a No.
words that a great mass qua mass can speak?with
Experience since 1917 indicates that inmatters of war and peace the
reconciliation. The

becomes

popular answer in the democracies is likely to be No. For everything con
nected with war has become dangerous, painful, disagreeable and ex
hausting to very nearly everyone. The rule to which there are few excep
tions?the acceptance of theMarshall Plan is one of them?is that at the

critical junctures, when the stakes are high, the prevailing mass opinion
will impose what amounts to a veto upon changing the course on which
the government is at the time proceeding. Prepare for war in time of
peace? No. It is bad to raise taxes, to unbalance the budget, to take men
away from their schools or their jobs, to provoke the enemy. Intervene in
a developing conflict? No. Avoid the risk of war. Withdraw
from the
area of the conflict? No. The adversary must not be appeased. Reduce
your claims to the area? No. Righteousness cannot be compromised. Ne
gotiate a compromise peace as soon as the opportunity presents itself?
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The aggressor must be punished. Remain armed to enforce the dic
tated settlement? No. The war is over.
The unhappy truth is that the prevailing public opinion has been de
a
structively wrong at the critical junctures. The people have imposed
veto upon the judgments of informed and responsible officials. They
have compelled the governments, which usually knew what would have

No.

been wiser, or was necessary, or was more expedient, to be too late with
too little, or too long with too much, too pacifist in peace and too belli
in negotiation or too intransi
cose in war, too neutralist or appeasing
has
Mass
acquired mounting power in this century. It has
gent.
opinion
shown itself to be a dangerous master of decisions when the stakes are
life and death.

The Compulsion

toMake Mistakes

The errors of public opinion in these matters have a common charac
of
of opinion
is slower than the movement
teristic. The movement
events. Because of that, the cycle of subjective sentiments on war and
peace is usually out of gear with the cycle of objective developments. Just
they are mass opinions there is an inertia in them. It takes much
longer to change many minds than to change a few. It takes time to in
form and to persuade and to arouse large scattered varied multitudes of
persons. So before themultitude have caught up with the old events there
are likely to be new ones coming up over the horizon with which the gov
ernment should be preparing to deal. But the majority will be more
because

aware of what they have just caught up with near at hand than with what
is still distant and in the future. For these reasons the propensity to say
No to a change of course sets up a compulsion to make mistakes. The
opinion deals with a situation which no longer exists.

When
the world wars came, the people of the liberal democracies
could not be aroused to the exertions and the sacrifices of the struggle
until they had been frightened by the opening disasters, had been incited
to passionate hatred, and had become intoxicated with unlimited hope.
To overcome this inertia the enemy had to be portrayed as evil incarnate,
as absolute and congenital wickedness. The people wanted to be told that

this particular enemy had been forced to unconditional
surrender,
war
re-enter
end
all wars.
would
the
would
This
age.
they
golden
unique
This last war would make the world safe for democracy. This crusade
would make the whole world a democracy.
As a result of this impassioned nonsense public opinion became so en

when

venomed that the people would not countenance a workable peace; they
were against any public man who showed "any tenderness for theHun,"
or was inclined to listen to the "Hun food snivel."2
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The Pattern of theMistakes
In order to see in its trueperspective what happened, we must remember
that at the end of the First World War the only victorious powers were
the liberal democracies of theWest. Lenin, who had been a refugee in

Switzerland until 1917, was still at the very beginning of his struggle to be
come themaster of the empire of the Romanoffs. Mussolini was an ob
scure journalist, and nobody had dreamed of Hitler. The men who took
part in the Peace Conference were men of the same standards and tradi

tion. They were the heads of duly elected governments in countries where
respect for civil liberty was the rule. Europe from the Atlantic to the
Pripet Marshes laywithin themilitary orbit of their forces. All the undem
ocratic empires, enemy and ally, had been destroyed by defeat and revolu
tion. In 1918?unlike
1945?there had been no Yalta, therewas no alien for
at
minister
the
peace conference who held a veto on the settlement.
eign

Yet as soon as the terms of the settlement were known, itwas evident
It was not for want of
that peace had not been made with Germany.
power but forwant of statesmanship that the liberal democracies failed.
They failed to restore order in that great part of theworld which?outside

of revolutionary Russia?was
stillwithin the orbit of their influence, still
amenable to their leadership, still subject to their decisions, still working
within the same economy, still living in the same international commu
nity, still thinking in the same universe of discourse. In this failure to
peace there was generated the cycle of wars inwhich theWest has
suffered so sudden and so spectacular a decline.
Public opinion, having vetoed reconciliation, had made the settlement
unworkable. And so when a new generation of Germans grew up, they

make

rebelled. But by that time theWestern democracies, so recently too war
like tomake peace with the unarmed German Republic, had become too
pacifist to take the risks which could have prevented the war Hitler was
announcing he would wage against Europe. Having refused the risk of
trying to prevent war, they would not now prepare for the war. The
European

democracies

appeasement,
isolation.

and

chose to rely on the double negative of unarmed
democracy chose to rely on unarmed

the American

the unprevented war came, the fatal cycle was repeated. Western
was
defeated and occupied before the British people began seri
Europe
to
wage the war. And after the catastrophe inWestern Europe
ously
eighteen agonizing months of indecision elapsed before the surprise and
shock of Pearl Harbor did for theAmerican people what no amount of
When

argument and evidence and reason had been able to do.
Once again it seemed impossible to wage the war energetically except
by inciting the people to paroxysms of hatred and to Utopian dreams. So
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they were told that the Four Freedoms would be established everywhere,
once the incurably bad Germans and the incurably bad Japanese had
been forced to surrender unconditionally. The war could be popular only
if the enemy was altogether evil and the Allies very nearly perfect. This

mixture
opinion
durable

of envenomed

hatred and furious righteousness made a public
not tolerate the calculated
that
compromises
settlements demand. Once again the people were drugged by the
which

would

propaganda which had aroused them to fight the war and to endure its
miseries. Once again they would not think, once again they would not
allow their leaders to think, about an eventual peace with their enemies,
or about the differences that must arise among the Allies in this coali
tion, as in all earlier ones. How well this popular diplomacy worked is at
tested by the fact that less than five years after the democracies had dis
armed their enemies, theywere imploring their former enemies, Germany
and Japan, to rearm.
record shows that the people of the democracies, having become
sovereign in this century, have made it increasingly difficult for their gov
ernments to prepare properly forwar or tomake peace. Their responsible
The

have been like the ministers of an opinionated
and willful
despot. Between the critical junctures, when public opinion has been in
attentive or not vehemently aroused, responsible officials have often
been able to circumvent extremist popular opinions and to wheedle their
way towards moderation and good sense. In the crises, however, demo
cratic officials?over
and above their own human propensity to err?have
been compelled tomake the big mistakes that public opinion has insisted
upon. Even the greatest men have not been able to turn back themassive
officials

tides of opinion and of sentiment.
There is no mystery about why there is such a tendency for popular opin
ion to be wrong in judging war and peace. Strategic and diplomatic deci
sions call for a kind of knowledge?not
to speak of an experience and a
seasoned judgment?which
cannot be had by glancing at newspapers, lis
tening to snatches of radio comment, watching politicians perform on

television, hearing occasional lectures, and reading a few books. Itwould
not be enough tomake a man competent to decide whether to amputate a
leg, and it is not enough to qualify him to choose war or peace, to arm or
not to arm, to intervene or to withdraw, to fight on or to negotiate.

Usually, moreover, when the decision is critical and urgent, the public
will not be told the whole truth.What can be told to the great public it
will not hear in the complicated and qualified concreteness that is needed
for a practical decision. When distant and unfamiliar and complex things
are communicated
to great masses of people, the truth suffers a consider
able and often a radical distortion. The complex ismade over into the
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simple, the hypothetical into the dogmatic, and the relative into an abso
lute. Even when there is no deliberate distortion by censorship and prop
aganda, which is unlikely in time of war, the public opinion of masses

cannot be counted upon to apprehend regularly and promptly the reality
of things. There is an inherent tendency in opinion to feed upon rumors
excited by our own wishes and fears.
Democratic

Politicians

in this sad history, there have been men, worth
who
warned
the
listening to,
people against theirmistakes. Always, too,
there have been men inside the governments who judged correctly, be
cause theywere permitted to know in time, the uncensored and unvar
At the critical moments

nished truth.But the climate ofmodern democracy does not usually inspire
them to speak out. For what Churchill did in the Thirties before Munich
was exceptional: the general rule is that a democratic politician had better
not be right too soon. Very often the penalty is political death. It ismuch
safer to keep in step with the parade of opinion than try to keep up with
the swiftermovement of events.

In government offices which are sensitive to the vehemence and passion
mass
of
sentiment public men have no sure tenure. They are in effect per
petual office seekers, always on trial for their political lives, always re
quired to court their restless constituents. They are deprived of their in

dependence. Democratic politicians rarely feel they can afford the luxury
of telling thewhole truth to the people.3 And since not telling it, though
they find it easier if they themselves do not
prudent, is uncomfortable,
have to hear too often too much of the sour truth. The men under them

who report and collect the news come to realize in their turn that it is safer
to be wrong before it has become fashionable to be right.
With exceptions so rare that they are regarded as miracles and freaks

of nature, successful democratic politicians are insecure and intimidated
men. They advance politically only as they placate, appease,
bribe,
or
to
the
otherwise
manage
demanding
seduce, bamboozle,
manipulate
and threatening elements in their constituencies. The decisive considera

tion is not whether the proposition is good but whether it is popular?not
itwill work well and prove itself but whether the active talking
constituents like it immediately. Politicians rationalize this servitude by
saying that in a democracy public men are the servants of the people.

whether

This devitalization of the governing power is themalady of democratic
states. As themalady grows the executives become highly susceptible to
encroachment and usurpation by elected assemblies; they are pressed and
harassed by the higgling of parties, by the agents of organized interests,
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and by the spokesmen of sectarians and ideologues. The malady can be
fatal. It can be deadly to the very survival of the state as a free society if,
when the great and hard issues of war and peace, of security and sol
vency, of revolution and order are up for decision, the executive and
judicial departments, with their civil servants and technicians, have lost
their power to decide.
Notes
1. Sir Harry Johnston, "Common Sense in Foreign Policy," pp. 1-2, cited in
Howard Lee McBain & Lindsay Rogers, The New Constitutions ofEurope (1922),
p.

139.

2. Cf. Harold Nicholson, Peacemaking,"Chap.
III.
3. "As we look over the listof the early leaders of the republic,Washington,
JohnAdams, Hamilton, and others,we discern that theywere all men who insisted
upon being themselves and who refused to truckle to the people. With each suc
ceeding generation, the growing demand of the people that its elective officials
shall not lead but merely registerthepopular will has steadily undermined the in
dependence of thosewho derive theirpower frompopular election. The persistent
refusal of theAdamses to sacrifice the integrityof their own intellectual and
moral standards and values for the sake of winning public office or popular favor
is another of themeasuring rods by which we may measure the divergence of
'
American lifefrom itsstartingpoint.' JamesTruslow Adams, The Adams Family
(1930), p.95.

THE DERANGEMENT OF POWERS
The Governors

and the Governed

When I describe themalady of democratic states as a derangement in
the relation between themass of the people and the government, I am, of
course, implying that there is a sound relationship and that we should be
able to know what it is.We must now examine this assumption. We are

looking into the relation between, on the one hand, the governing or ex
ecutive power, and on the other hand, the elected assembly and the
voters in the constituencies. The best place to begin is in the simple begin
themedieval English Parlia
nings of our constitutional development?in
ment?before
the essential functions and their relations had become
complicated by their later development.
No relationship, sound or unsound, could exist until the functions of
execution and representation had become differentiated. In primitive
and Angevin
societies they are not differentiated. Under the Norman
rulers the differentiation had not yet occurred. These rulers "judged and
legislated as well as administered."1 But by the thirteenth century the dif
ferentiation is already visible, and the essential relation inwhich we are
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interested can be recognized. There is a writ issued under Henry III in
1254, summoning Parliament. The sheriff of each county is ordered to
"cause to come before the King's Council two good and discreet Knights
of the Shire, whom themen of the county shall have chosen for this pur
pose in the stead of all and each of them, to consider along with knights
of other shires what aid theywill grant the King."2
Let us note the dualism. There is the government, which means the

King and his Council of prelates and peers. Then there are theKnights of
the Shires, representing themen of the counties. They are tomeet, and

theKing will ask theKnightswhat aid theywill grantto him.This is the

basic relationship. The government can act. Because it can act, it decides
it then asks
what action should be taken, and it proposes the measure;
the representatives of those who must supply themoney and themen for
themeans to carry out its decisions. The governed, through their repre
sentatives, the two Knights of the Shire from each county, give or with
hold their consent.
From the tension and the balance of the two powers?that
of the ruler
and that oHhe ruled?there evolved the written and the unwritten con

tracts of the constitution. The grant of aid by the ruled must be preceded
by the ruler's redress of their grievances. The government will be refused
themeans of governing if itdeos not listen to the petitions, if it does not
inform, if it does not consult, if it cannot win the contest of, those who
have been elected as the representatives of the governed.

The executive is the active power in the state, the asking and the pro
posing power. The representative assembly is the consenting power, the
petitioning, the approving and the criticizing, the accepting and the re
fusing power. The two powers are necessary if there is to be order and
freedom. But each must be true to itsown nature, each limiting and com
plementing the other. The government must be able to govern and the

citizens must be represented in order that they shall not be oppressed.
health of the system depends upon the relationship of the two
powers. If either absorbs or destroys the function of the other power, the

The

constitution

is deranged.
is here a relationship between governors and governed which is,
I would contend, rooted in the nature of things. At the risk of reasoning
by analogy, I would suggest that this duality of function within a politi
cal society has a certain resemblance to that of the two sexes. In the act of
reproduction each sex has an unalterable physiological function. If this
There

function is devitalized or is confused with the function of the other sex,
the result is sterility and disorder.
In the final acts of the state the issues are war and peace, security and
solvency, order and insurrection. In these final acts the executive power
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cannot be exercised by the representative assembly. Nor can it be exer
cised after the suppression of the assembly. For in the derangement of
the two primary functions lie the seeds of disaster.
The People

and the Voters

A recent historian of the Tudor Revolution, Mr. G. R. Elton, says that
history is still much written by whigs, the champions of political
freedom," and that "while the safeguards against despotism have long

"our

and often described?strong
rule, preventing anarchy
and preserving order, requires stillmuch exploration." There have been
our
periods, he goes on to say, of which the Tudor Age was one?and
own, we may add, is another?when men were so ready to be governed,
being so oppressed by disorder, that they have preferred strong govern
been understood

to free government.
The Western
liberal democracies are a declining power in human af
fairs. I argue that this is due to a derangement of the functions of their

ment

governments which disables them in coping with themounting disorder.
I do not say, indeed it is impossible to know surely, whether themalady

can be cured or whether itmust run its course. But I do say that if it can
not be cured, itwill continue to erode the safeguards against despotism,
and the failure of theWest may be such that freedom will be lost and will
not be restored again except by another revolution. But for either contin

gency, for cure now or for recovery after a catastrophe, our first neces
sity is to work towards an adequate knowledge of the two functions,
their nature, and their derangement.
In order to do so it is necessary at the outset to reduce the ambiguity of
the term "the people." For it has two different meanings, which may be
convenient to distinguish typographically. When we speak of popular
sovereignty, we must know whether we are talking about The People, as
voters, or about The People, as a community of the entire living popula

tion, with their predecessors and successors.
It is often assumed, but without warrant, that the opinions of The
People as voters can be treated as the expression of the interests of The
People as an historic community. The crucial problem of modern democ

racy arises from the fact that this assumption is false. The voters cannot
be relied upon to represent The People. The opinions of voters in elec
tions are not to be accepted unquestioningly as true judgments of the
vital interests of the community

refer
To whom, for example, did the Preamble of the Constitution
it said that "We, the People of theUnited States . . . ordain and es
On September 17, 1787, about fortymembers
tablish this Constitution"?

when
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signed the draft on which they had been working since May 25, for one
hundred and sixteen days. In Article VII of their text they stipulated that
ifand when conventions in nine states had ratified it, then for those nine
states The People of the United States would have ordained and estab
lished the Constitution. In this context a majority of the delegates elected
to nine state conventions were deemed

of the United

to be entitled to act as The People

States.

inhabitants of the United States who were qualified to vote for
these delegates were not a large number. They included no slaves, no
women and, except inNew York, only such males as could pass property
The

and other highly restrictive tests. We do not have accurate figures. But
according to the census of 1790 the population was 3,929,782. Of these,
3,200,000 were free persons and the adult males among them who were
entitled to vote are estimated to have been less than 500,000. Using the
Massachusetts
figures as a statistical sample, itmay be assumed that less
than 160,000 actually voted for delegates to all the ratifying conventions;
and of those voting, perhaps 100,000 favored the adoption of the Con
stitution.3
The exact figures do not matter. The point is that the voters were

not?and we may add that they have never been and can never be?more
than a fraction of the total population. They were less than 5 per cent
when the Constitution was ordained. They were not yet 40 per cent in

1952 when, except under the special conditions in the South, we had uni
the voters can never be equal to the
versal adult suffrage. Manifestly,
whole population, even to the whole living adult population.
Because of the discrepancy between The People as voters and The Peo
ple as the corporate nation, the voters have no title to consider them
selves the proprietors of the commonwealth and to claim that their inter
ests are identical with the public interest. A prevailing plurality of the
voters are not The People. The claim that they are is a bogus title invoked

to justify the usurpation of the executive power by representative assem
blies and the intimidation of public men by demagogic politicians. In fact
demagoguery can be described as the sleight of hand by which a faction
of The People as voters are invested with the authority of The People.

That is why so many crimes are committed in the people's name.
There are eminent political philosophers who reject this analytical dis
tinction. Those who are strongly nominalist in their cast of mind, which
modern men tend to be, look upon the abstract concept of a corporate
people as mere words and rather like conjuring up spooks. Thus, accord
ing to that resolute nominalist, Jeremy Bentham, "the community is a
fictitious body, composed
as constituting as it were

of the individual persons who are considered
itsmembers. The interest of the community
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then is, what??The

sum of the interests of the several members

who

compose it."4
in
There is an apparent toughness and empirical matter-of-factness
this statement. But the hard ice is thin. For Bentham has forgotten that
"the several members who compose"
the community are never identi

cally the same members from one hour to another. If a community were
what he says it is, then in theory it should be possible tomake a directory
of itsmembers, each with his address. But no such list could ever be com
itwas being compiled, new members would be being born
piled. While

would be dying. That is why itmakes no sense to
People of the United States" who ordained and estab
lished the Constitution as the inhabitants of the United States on that
particular June 21, 1788, when the Constitution was established and or
and old members

describe

"The

sunrise and sunset of that historic day the persons com
The
posing
People had changed. In thirtyyears they had changed greatly;
and in a hundred years, entirely.
The people, then, is not only, as Bentham assumed, the aggregate of
living persons. The people is also the stream of individuals, the connected
generations of changing persons, that Burke was talking about when he
dained. Between

invoked the partnership "not only between those who are living" but
also with "those who are dead, and those who are to be born." The Peo
ple are a corporation, an entity, that is to say, which lives on while indi
viduals come into it and go out of it.
For this reason Bentham cannot have been right when he said that the
interests of the community are no more than the sum of the interests of
the several members who happen to compose it at any particular instant
of time. He cannot have been rightwhen he said that "the happiness of

that is their pleas
the individuals, of whom a community is composed,
ures and their security, is the end and the sole end which the legislator
"5
ought to have in view.

For besides the happiness and the security of the individuals of whom
a community is at any moment composed, there are also the happiness
and the security of the individuals of whom generation after generation it
If we think of it in terms of individual persons, the
will be composed.
of
The
is for themost part invisible and inaudi
corporate body
People
ble. Indeed as a whole it is nonexistent, in that so many are dead and so
many are not yet born. Yet this corporate being, though so insubstantial
to our senses, binds, in Burke's words, a man to his country with "ties
though light as air, are as strong as links of iron."6 That is why
men
die in battle for their country's sake and why old men plant
young

which

trees they will never sit under.
This invisible, inaudible, and

largely nonexistent

community

gives
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of government.

If we deny

thepeoplewith theprevailingpluralitieswho vote inorder
it,identifying

to serve, as Bentham has it, "their pleasures and their security,'* where
and what is the nation, and whose duty and business is it to defend the
public interest? Bentham leaves us with the state as an arena in which

factions contend for their immediate advantage in the struggle for survi
val and domination. Without the invisible and transcendent community
to bind them, why should they care for posterity? And why should pos
terity care about them, and about their treaties and their contracts, their
commitments and their promises? Yet without these engagements to the
future, they could not live and work; without these engagements the fab
ric of society is unraveled
The Recently Enfranchised

and shredded.

Voters

The doctrine of popular sovereignty is ancient and vernerable. But un
the second half of theNineteenth Century, it did not imply the
enfranchisement of the people. When, for example, Charlemagne was
crowned in 800 A. D., the Pope professed to be declaring the will of the
people. This has been called the principle of "virtual representation."7
Those who do not vote because they lack the franchise, or cannot vote
because they are infants or even unborn, are presumed to be represented
til about

by someone

like the Pope,

the king, the parliament,

speaking

in their

name.

By the coronation of 800 A. D. the empire was being transferred from
the Greeks to the Germans. A reason was needed to explain why a Ger
man prince, rather than theEmperor of Byzantium, was to be henceforth
the lawful successor of the Roman Caesars. The office of the emperor

was not hereditary, and in any event Charlemagne
could have made no
was
of
claim
not appointed by the Pope; he was
kinship; the emperor
chosen by the German princes who belonged to the College of Electors.
A doctrine was necessary which would justify and could compel everyone
to believe that Charlemagne was the legitimate
The publicists of the new empire took for a
theory that "the Imperial power, as successor
Roman Caesars, was founded originally on an

successor of Caesar.

foundation the accepted
to the Imperium of the

act of transference per
formed by the people in the Lex Regia."8 They argued that what had
happened once at the beginning of the imperial power would have to
the throne was vacant. As
the imp?rium
happen again whenever
"escheats or reverts to the people";
and the people had then to choose a
new emperor, theymight even "translate"
the empire from one nation to
to
in
instance
from
to the Germans. Needless
this
the
Greeks
another,
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say, "the people," who were presumed to have this power, had neither
votes nor any other means of making theirwill known. It was presumed
that theywished to have their power exercised for them. In the coronation
the Pope
of Charlemagne,
the people's will."

did this: he "merely declared

and exercised

this seems long ago and far away.But ifwe reject virtual represen
tation, the question remains: if the Pope or the king, or the parliament of
magnates, cannot represent The People, how do a plurality of voters truly
All

declare and exercise The People's will? Itsounds
ears that the Pope should represent the people.

incongruous tomodern
But is it so congruous
that the people should be represented by a count of the votes of some
persons? The conundrum springs from the fact that while The People as
a corporate body are the true owners of the sovereign power, The Peo

ple, as an aggregate of voters, have diverse, conflicting self-centered in
terests and opinions. A plurality of them cannot be counted upon to
represent the corporate nation.
The distinction upon which I am dwelling does not, as one might sup
pose, cease tomatter when the voters become enormously many. Cannot
a multitude of voters be regarded as the practical equivalent of all the
people? They cannot be. To multiply the voters makes it no more proba
ble that a plurality of them will truly represent the public interest. Our
experience with mass elections in the twentieth century compels us, I
that public opinion becomes
less
think, to the contrary conclusion:
as
mass
to whom information must be conveyed, and argu
realistic
the

ment must be addressed,

grows larger and more

heterogeneous.

All this will seem less odd ifwe remind ourselves that political democ
racy, as we know it in this century, is a very recent political phenomenon.
The moral presumption in favor of universal suffrage may perhaps be
said to have been laid down by theAmerican and the French Revolutions
at the end end of the eighteenth century. But (until the end of the nine

teenth century) the actual advance towards universal suffrage was in fact
spasmodic and slow. In 1900, voters in theUnited Kingdom were only 11
per cent of the population:
they were 43 per cent in 1922. The Represen
tation of The People Act in 1918 had very nearly tripled the electorate by
simplifying the extremely complex regulations for voting and by extend
ing the suffrage to women thirtyyears of age and qualified as occupants.
In France the voters were 27 per cent of the population
in the election of
1881; in 1951 they were 45 per cent. Until the last quarter of the nine

teenth century, inmost ofWestern and Northern Europe, the proportion
of voters to population was not more than 5 per cent. In 1890 voters in
the United States were about 15 per cent of the population.
It has been
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only since the First World War, owing to the enfranchisement of women
and, in some measure, of southern Negroes, that the proportion has risen
to over 30 per cent.
Large mass electorates are something quite new, much newer than the
ideals, the ideas, the institutions and the usages of the liberal state. Polit
ical orators often assume that themass of the people voted their own lib
erties. But the fact is that they acquired the vote after they had aquired
their liberties and, in fact, largely because not being able to vote was felt

by freemen to be incompatiblewith theirequal dignity.9The Bill of

Rights (1689) ismore than two centuries older than universal suffrage in
Great Britain. The enfranchised people did not establish the rule that all
powers are under the law, that laws must be made, amended and admin
istered by due process, that a legitimate government must have the con
sent of the governed.
I dwell upon this point because it throws light upon the fact, so discon
certing an experience in this century, that the enfranchised masses have
not, surprisingly enough, been those who have most staunchly defended
the institutions of freedom.

Notes
1. A. F. Pollard, The Evolution of Parliament (1926), p. 240
2. Encyclopedia Britannica (1952), Vol. 19, p. 164, article "Representation.''
3. These figures are froma memorandum prepared forme bymy friend,Prof.
Allan Nevins. In his covering letter,January 24, 1952, he says:
"Anyone who writes about election figures in our early national history treads
upon very unsafe ground. Trustworthy data?the statisticsand the general infor
mation?are too scanty for any explicit statementof detailed conclusions for the
country as a whole. As you will see, I have found figures for various states and
localities, butwe have no warrant forgeneralizing them to apply to the country in
itsentirety.What we can say with absolute certainty,I think, is that in these early
"
elections the vote was under 5 per cent of thewhole poplulation.
4. JeremyBentham, The Principles ofMorals and Legislation, Ch. I, Sec. IV.
5.

Ibid.,

Ch.

III,

Sec.

I.

6. Edmund Burke's speech on Conciliation with America (1775).
7. The great exponent of "virtual rep esentation,, was Burke. Cf. his speech
(1784) On theReform of theRepresentation of theCommons inParliament.
8. Otto vonGierke, TheDevelopment ofPolitical Theory, translatedbyBernard
Freyd (1939; original firstpublished 1880), p. 92.
9. James Bryce,Modern Democracies, Vol. I Ch. IV. Cf. also John Stuart
Mill, Considerations on Representative Government. InOn Liberty, Representa
tiveGovernment, The Subjection of Women (London, Oxford University Press,
1946), Ch. VIII, pp. 272-294.
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THE PUBLIC INTEREST
What

Is The Public

Interest?

We are examining the question of how, and by whom, the interest of
an invisible community over a long span of time is represented in the
practical work of governing a modern state.

In ordinary circumstances voters cannot be expected to transcend their
well expect men
localized and self-regarding opinions.-As
particular,
see
to
as
a
the land
from mountain top. In their cir
laboring in the valley
cumstances, which as private persons they cannot readily surmount, the
voters are most likely to suppose that whatever seems obviously good to
them must be good for the country, and good in the sight of God.
I am far from implying that the voters are not entitled to the represen
tation of their particular opinions and interests. But their opinions and

interests should be taken for what they are and for no more. They are
not?as
in the public interest. Beyond their being, if
such?propositions
are
a
true
report of what various groups of voters are
genuine,
they
no
have
intrinsic
thinking, they
authority. The Gallup polls are reports of
are
what people
thinking. But that a plurality of the people sampled in
one
the poll think
way has no bearing upon whether it is sound public
policy. For their opportunities of judging great issues are in the very
nature of things limited, and the statistical sum of their opinions is not
the final verdict on an issue. It is, rather, the beginning of the argument.
In that argument their opinions need to be confronted by the views of the
executive, defending and promoting the public interest. In the accommo

reached between the two views lies practical public policy.
Let us ask ourselves, How is the public interest discerned and judged?
From what we have been saying we know that we cannot answer the
dation

question by attempting to forecast what the invisible community, with all
its unborn constituents, will, would, or might say if and when it ever had
a chance to vote. There is no point in toying with any notion of an imagi
nary plebiscite to discover the public interest.We cannot know what we
ourselves will be thinking five years hence, much less what infants now in
the cradle will be thinking when they go into the polling booth.
Yet their interests, as we observe them today, are within the public in
terest. Living adults share, we must believe, the same public interest. For

them, however, the public interest is mixed with, and is often at odds
with, their private and special interests. Put this way, we can say, I sug
gest, that the public interest may be presumed to be what men would
choose if they saw clearly, thought rationally, acted disinterestedly and
benevolently.
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of Reality

A rational man acting in the real world may be defined as one who
decides where he will strike a balance between what he desires and what
can be done. It is only in imaginary worlds that we can do whatever we
wish. In the real world there are always equations which have to be ad
justed between the possible and the desired. Within limits, a man can

a free choice as to where he will strike a balance. If he makes his
living by doing piecework, he can choose to work harder and to spend
more. He can also choose to work less and to spend less. But he cannot
make

spend more and work less.
Reality confronts us in practical affairs as a long and intricate series of
equations. What we are likely to call "facts of life" are the accounts, the
budgets, the orders of battle, the election returns. Sometimes, but not
always, the two sides of the equations can be expressed quantitatively in

terms of money, as supply and demand, as income and outgo, assets and
liabilities, as exports and imports. Valid choices are limited to the question
of where, not whether, the opposing terms of the equation are to be
brought into equilibrium. For there is always a reckoning.
life, for example, the budget may be balanced by reducing
expenditures to the revenue from taxes; by raising taxes to meet the ex
penditures, or by a combination of the two, by borrowing, or by grants
In public

in aid from other governments, or by f?at credit, or by a combination of
them. In one way or another the budget is in fact always balanced. The
true nature of the reckoning would be clearer if, instead of talking about
"an unbalanced budget," we spoke of a budget balanced not by taxes
but by borrowing, of a budget balanced by inflation, or of a budget bal

anced by subsidy. A government which cannot raise enough money by
taxes, loans, foreign grants, or by getting its fiatmoney accepted, will be
unable to meet its bills and to pay the salaries of its employees. In bank
ruptcy an involuntary balance is struck for the bankrupt. He is forced to

balance his accounts by reducing his expenditures to the level of his income.
Within limits,which public men have to bear inmind, the choices as to
where to balance the budget are open. In making these choices, new

equations confront them. Granted that it is possible to bring the budget
into balance by raising taxes, how far can taxes be raised? Somewhat but
not ad infinitum. There are no fixed criteria. But though we are unable to
express all the equations quantitatively, this does not relieve us of the
necessity of balancing the equations. There will be a reckoning. Practical

judgment requires an informed guess: what will the taxpayers accept
readily, what will they accept with grumbling but with no worse, what
will arouse them to resistance and to evasion? How will the taxpayers
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react to the different levels of taxes if it is a time of peace, a time of war,
a time of cold war, a time of social and economic disturbance, and so
the various propositions cannot be reduced to precise
on? Although

figures, prudent men make estimates as to where the equations balance.
Their decisions as to where to balance the accounts must reflect other
to what, for example, are the military requirements in
judgments?as

relation to foreign affairs; what is the phase of the business cycle in rela
tion to the needs for increased or decreased demand; what is the condi
tion of the international monetary accounts; which are the necess?ry
public works and welfare measures, and which are those that are desira
ble but not indispensable. Each of these judgments is itself the peak of a

pyramid of equations: whether, for example, to enlarge or to reduce the
national commitments at this or that point in theworld?
given the effect
of the decision at other points in the world.
We may say, then, that public policy ismade in a field of equations.
issues are the choices as to where the balance is to be struck. In the

The

X will exactan equivalenceofY. Within the limits
which
realityof things

the specific
estimated?a

nature

balance

of the case permits?limits
which have to be
has to be reached by adding to or subtracting from

the terms of the equation.

Oftener than not, the two sides of the equation differ in that the one is,
as compared with the other, the pleasanter, themore agreeable, themore
popular. In general the softer and easier side reflects what we desire and
the harder reflects what is needed in order to satisfy the desire. Now the
equations of war and peace, of solvency, of security and of
order, always have a harder or a softer, a pleasanter or a more painful, a
popular or an unpopular option. It is easier to obtain votes for appropri

momentous

ations than it is for taxes, to facilitate consumption than to stimulate pro
duction, to protect a market than to open it, to inflate than to deflate, to
borrow than to save, to demand than to compromise, to be intransigent
than to negotiate, to threaten war than to prepare for it.

Faced with these choices between the hard and the soft, the normal pro
pensity of democratic governments is to please the largest number of
voters. The pressure of the electorate is normally for the soft side of the
equations. That iswhy governments are unable to cope with reality when
elected assemblies and mass opinions become decisive in the state, when
there are no statesmen to resist the inclination of the voters and there are
to excite and to exploit them.
a
There is then general tendency to be drawn downward, as by the force
of gravity, towards insolvency, towards the insecurity of factionalism,
towards the erosion of liberty, and towards hyperbolic wars.

only politicians
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THE TWO FUNCTIONS
The Elected Executive
Our inquiry has shown, I believe, that we cannot take popular govern
ment for granted, as if its principles were settled and beyond discussion.
We are compelled to agree with Sir Henry Maine who wrote, some seventy
years ago, that "the actual history of popular government since itwas in
troduced, in itsmodern shape, into the civilized world," does "little to
support the assumption that popular government has an indefinitely long
future before it. Experience rather tends to show that it is characterized
by great fragility and that since its appearance, all forms of government

have become more

insecure than they were before."1
We have been dwelling upon the devitalization of the executive power
as the cause of the fragility thatMaine speaks of. It is, I have been saying,
the disorder which results from a functional derangement in the relation
ship between the executive power on the one hand, the representative as
semblies and themass electorates on the other hand.

Democratic states are susceptible to this derangement because congen
ially the executive, when dependent on election, is weaker than the
elected representatives. The normal drainage of power in a democratic
state is away from the governing center and down into the constituencies.2
And the normal tendency of elections is to reduce elected officers to the
role of agents or organized pluralities. Modern democratic governments
are, to be sure, big governments, in their personnel, in the range and
variety of their projects, the ubiquitousness of their interventions. But to
be big is not necessarily to be strong. They are, in fact, swollen rather
than strong, being too weak to resist the pressure of special interests and
of the departmental bureaucracies.
As a rule competition in the electoral market works likeGresham's law:
the softmoney drives the hard money out of circulation. The competitive
odds are heavily against the candidate who, like Burke with the electors

of Bristol, promises to be true to his own best reason and judgment. The
odds are all in favor of the candidate who offers himself as the agent, the

delegate, the spokesman, the errand boy, of blocs of voters.
In a modern democratic state, the chief executive office must be elec
tive. But as heredity, prescription, consecration, rank and hierarchy are
dissolved by the acids of modernity, the executives become totally de
pendent on election. They have no status and no tenture which reinforce
their consciences, which invest them with power towithstand the tides of
opinion and to defend the public interest.
hold
their offices for a short time, and to do this they must
They

popular
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maneuver

and manipulate combinations among the factions and the pres
sure groups. Their policies must be selected and shaped so as to attract
and hold together these combinations. There are moments,
the "finest
are
above
lifted
in unity
when
communities
their
habitual
selves
hours,"

and fellowship. But these moments are rare. They are not the stuff of
daily life in a democracy, and they are remembered like a miracle in a
dream. In the daily routine of democratic politics, elected executives can

never for long take their eyes from themirror of the contituencies. They
must not look too much out of the window at the realities beyond.
The Protection

of the Executive

During the nineteenth century good democrats were primarily con
cerned with insuring representation in the assemblies and with extending
the control of the assemblies over the executive power. It is true that the
problem of the inadequate executive, overridden and dominated by the
assembly, was very much in the minds of the Founding Fathers at the

convention, and it has been a continuing concern of the
Philadelphia
critics and opponents of democracy. But until the twentieth century the
problem was not sharply and urgently posed. That therewas such a prob
lem was well known. But itwas not the immediate problem.3

some generations before 1914, the West enjoyed fine political
weather. Moreover,
the full force of the coming enfranchisement, eman
cipation, and secularization of the whole population had not yet worked
For

Governments
its consequences.
still had authority and power, which
were independent of the assemblies and the electorates. They still drew
upon the traditional sources of authority?upon
prescription, hereditary

prerogative, and consecration.
Yet the need to protect the executive and judicial powers from the rep
resentative assemblies and frommass opinion has long been understood.4
Many expedients have been devised to soften, to neutralize, to check and

to balance the pressure of parties, factions, lobbies, sects. The expedients
have taken, says Bryce, two general forms, the one being to put constitu
tional restrictions upon the assembly and the other, "by a division of the
to weaken it.5This has been done by elect
whole power of the people,"
ing the legislature and the executive separately, or by having the legislative
elected by the differing constituencies and at different times.
have never themselves been sufficient
The constitutional mechanisms
to protect the executive. And much invention and reforming energy have
b??n applied to finding other ways to insulate the judicial, the executive

bodies

functions from the heavy pressures of "politics"
The objective has been to separate them from the elee

and the administrative
and "politicians."
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toral process. The judiciary must be independent of fear and favor.
There must be no connection between the judgment of the courts and the
election returns. The civil service, themilitary service, the foreign service,
the scientific and technical services, the quasijudicial
administrative tri
and institutions
the
the
schools
bunals,
investigating commissions,
public
of learning, should be substantially independent of the elections. These
reforms were inspired by the dire effects of the spoils system, and they
were pushed as practical remedies for obvious evils.

Yet implicitinthemthereisa principle
which, ifitcan be applieddeeply

enough, gets at the root of the disorder of modern democracy. It is that
though public officials are elected by the voters, or are appointed bymen
who are elected, they owe their primary allegiance not to the opinions of

the voters but to the law, to the criteria of their professions, to the integ
rity of the arts and sciences in which they work, to their own conscien
tious and responsible convictions of their duty within the rules and the

frame of reference they have sworn to respect.
The Voters and the Executive

The impliedprinciplemay be defined in other termsby sayingthat

while the electors choose the ruler, they do not own any shares in him
and they have no right to command him. His duty is to the office and not
to his electors. Their duty is to fill the office and not to direct the office
holder. I realize that, as I have stated it, the principle runs counter to the
popular view that in a democracy public men are the servants (that is, the

agents) of the people (that is, the voters). As the game of politics is
played, what I am saying must seem at first like a counsel of perfection.
There are, however, reasons for thinking that it is not an abstract and
empty bit of theorizing. One is that until comparatively recent times, it
has been the principle on which the election of rulers?lay and spiritual

has usually been carried out.
In the early church, saysActs VI, the twelve apostles called themultitude
of the disciples to them and said, "Look ye out among you seven men of
honest report, full of theHoly Ghost and wisdom, whom we may appoint
over this business." When these men had been chosen, and had prayed,
"the apostles . . . laid their hands upon them." Having been ordained,

they were not the servants of the multitude who had elected them, but
of God.
This principle applied to the election of Popes. As Suarez says, "The
Pope is elected by cardinals, yet he receives his powers from God imme
diately."6 The same principle applied to elected kings. After the electors

had chosen the king, he was crowned and anointed. Then his duty was to
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his own vows and not to the electors. The act of election did not bind the
ruler to the electors. Both parties to the transaction were bound only to
the office; the electors to designate a king worthy of the office, the king

to fill theofficeworthily.

Ifwe look closely at thematter, we find, I believe, thismust be the prin
ciple of election when the electors are choosing, not someone to represent
them to the government, but the governors themselves. Though it is not
too well recognized, there is a radical difference between the election of
an executive and the election of a representative. For while the executive
is in honor bound not to consider himself as the agent of his electors, the
representative is expected to be, within the limits of reason and the gen
eral public interest, their agent.7

This distinction has deep roots in the political experience of Western
society, and, though unrecognized in principle, it is implicit in our moral
judgments. Everyone who has a case in court is entitled, we believe, to be

represented by a lawyer who, within the law and the code of professional
practice, is expected to be the partisan and advocate of his client. But this
presupposes not only that his opponent will be effectively represented
too, but that the case will go to a court where the judge is not an advocate
and has no clients. The judge is bound by his judicial vows. The same
ethical standards are recognized, though they are applied less rigorously,
in the executive branch of the government. No President or head of a
department could afford to admit that he was using his office to further

the interests of a client or of a pressure group, or even his party. His acts
must be presented as taken in obedience to his oath of office, which
means taken disinterestedly and rationally. He must never in so many

words admit that in order to gain votes he sacrificed the public good, that
he played "politics."
Often enough he does just that. But fealty to the
And he must, at the very least, pay it the
interest
is
virtue.
his
public

of hypocrisy.
When we move over to the representative assembly, the image is differ
ent, and the ethical rule is applied, ifat all, loosely and lightly. The repre
sentative is in some very considerable degree an agent, and the image of
his virtue is rather like that of the lawyer than of the judge. There are, of
course, occasions when he is in fact the holder of one of the great offices
of state?as when he must speak and vote on a declaration of war and the
homage

ratification of a treaty. But in the general run of the mundane business
which comes before the assembly, he is entitled, indeed he is in duty
bound, to keep close to the interests and sentiments of his constituents,
and, within reasonable limits, to do what he can to support them. For it
is indispensable to the freedom and the order of a civilized state that the
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voters should be effectively represented. But representation must not be
confused with governing.
The Enfeebled

Executive

In the effort to understand the malady of democratic government I
have dwelt upon the underlying duality of functions: governing, that is,
the administration of the laws and the initiative in legislating, and repre
senting the living persons who are governed, who must pay, who must

work, who must fight and, itmay be, die for the acts of the government.
I attribute the democratic disaster of the twentieth century to a derange

ment of these primary functions.
The power of the executive has become

enfeebled, often to the verge of
impotence, by the pressures of the representative assembly and of mass
opinions. This derangement of the governing power has forced the dem
ocratic states to commit disastrous and, it could be, fatal mistakes. It has
also transformed the assemblies inmost, perhaps not in all, democratic

states from the defenders of local and personal rights into boss-ridden ol
igarchies, threatening the security, the solvency, and the liberties of the

state.

In the traditions of Western society, civilized government is founded
on the assumption that the two powers exercising the two functions will
be in balance?that
theywill check, restrain, compensate, complement,
inform and vitalize each one the other.
In this century, the balance of the two powers has been seriously upset.
Two great streams of evolution have converged upon themodern democ
racies to devitalize, to enfeeble, and to eviscerate the executive powers.
One is the enormous expansion of public expenditure, chiefly for war

and reconstruction; this has augmented the power of the assemblies
which vote the appropriations on which the executive depends. The other
development which has acted to enfeeble the executive power is the grow
ing incapacity of the largemajority of the democratic peoples to believe in
intangible realities. This has stripped the government of that imponderable
authority which is derived from tradition, immemorial usage, consecra

tion, veneration, prescription, prestige, heredity, hierarchy.
At the beginning of our constitutional development theKing, when he
had mastered the great barons, was the proprietor of the greatest wealth
in the realm. The crown was also the point from which radiated the im
ponderable powers to bind and to command. As the King needed money
and men for his wars, he summoned representatives of the counties and
the boroughs, who had themoney and the men he needed. But the im
ponderable

powers, together with very considerable

power in land and in
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men, were still in theKing's own hands. Gradually, over the centuries, the
power of the Parliament over the supplies of the government grew larger.
They had to appropriate a larger proportion of a much greater total. At
the same time, in the white light of the enlightenment and the seculariza
tion of men's minds, the imponderable powers of the crown diminished.
Under the stress and the strain of the great wars of the twentieth century,
the executive power has become elaborately dependent upon the assem

blies for its enormous expenditures of men and of money. The executive
has, at the same time, been deprived of very nearly all of his imponderable
power: fearing the action of the representative assembly, he is under great
in the
temptation to outwit it or bypass it, as did Franklin D. Roosevelt

It is significant, I think, certainly it is
period of the Second World War.
at least suggestive, that while nearly all theWestern governments have
the constitutional
been in deep trouble since the First World War,
the Low Countries, and theUnited Kingdom
monarchies of Scandinavia,
have shown greater capacity to endure, to preserve order with freedom,
than the Republics of France, Germany, Spain and Italy. In some meas
ure thatmay be because in a republic the governing power, being wholly
secularized, loses much of its prestige; it is stripped, if one prefers, of all
the illusions of intrinsic majesty.
The evaporation of the imponderable powers, a total dependence upon

and themass electorates, has upset the balance of power
between the two functions of the state. The executive has lost both its
material and its ethereal powers. The assemblies and themass electorates
of effective powers.
have acquired the monopoly
the assemblies

This

is the internal revolution which has deranged
states.

the constitutional

system of the liberal democratic
Notes
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Jefferson,Notes on Virginia (Memorial ed.; Washington, 1903), Vol. II, pp.
162-163 (thewriter is surveyingwhat he terms the "capital defects of the constitu
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"All

the powers

of

government,

legislative,

executive,

and

judiciary,

result to the legislative body. The concentrating these in the same hands is pre
cisely the definition of despotic government. Itwill be no alleviation that these
powers will be exercised by a plurality of hands, and not by a single one. One hun
dred and seventy-threedespots would surely be as oppressive as one. Let those
who doubt it turn theireyes on the republic of Venice. As littlewill itavail us that
theyare chosen by ourselves. An elective despotism was not the governmentwe
fought for, but one which should not only be founded on free principles, but in
which the powers of government should be so divided and balanced among
several bodies of magistracy, as that no one could transcend their legal limits,
without being effectually checked and restrained by the others."
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